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Abstract — There is ample literature that suggests that the field
of Big Data is growing rapidly. Also, there is emerging literature
on the need to create end-user Big Data applications, as distinct
from “data analytics” that typically employs machine learning
algorithms to find value in large datasets for the stakeholder. A
solid foundation for creating sound applications is a thorough
understanding of domain and artefact models that embody
artefact types and activities involved in a software project. This
paper focuses on the Requirements Engineering (RE) aspect of
a Big Data software project. Currently, there are no known RE
artefact models to support RE process design and project
understanding. To fill this void, this paper proposes a RE
artefact model for Big Data end-user applications (BD-REAM).
The paper also describes a method for creating the artefact
model, including the basic elements and inter-relationships
involved in the model.
Keywords - Big Data; Requirements Engineering; Artefact
Model; Big Data Requirements Engineering Artfect Model.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A 2016 IDC [9] study predicts that “in aggregate, the Big Data
technology and services market is estimated to grow at a
CAGR (compound annual growth rate) of 22.6% from 2015
to 2020 and reach $58.9 billion in 2020. Revenue for Big Data
software is estimated to grow at a CAGR of 25.7% from 2015
to 2020 and reach $15.9 billion in 2020. Revenue for Big Data
services, which consists of professional and support services,
is estimated to grow at a CAGR of 23.9% from 2015 to 2020
and reach $15.2 billion in 2020.”
While literature analysis and economic outlook suggests
that the field of Big Data is growing rapidly, as yet there is no
recognisable body of knowledge concerning the development
of Big Data end-user software applications. This void is
reflected in the field of Requirements Engineering (RE) as
well. This situation is also reported in the literature on Big
Data software engineering [6], [29], which highlights the gaps
and challenges in the development of Big Data software
applications and the need for processes and methodologies for
Big Data software projects.
There is thus a need to better understand the activities,
work products, constraints and methods involved in
developing Big Data end-user software applications, for
example, services operating on Big Data and with which users

interact [6]. These applications are quite distinct from
analytics software that employs machine learning algorithms
[36]. While the idea of engineering end-user Big Data
applications first appeared in [6], it is a vision begging for
concrete details such as software artefact types and interrelationships that illuminate that vision for practical use.
In this paper, we attempt to throw some light on different
types of artefacts and inter-relationships involved in end-user
Big Data projects, with particular focus on Requirements
Engineering (RE). This is a foundational phase for every large
software project. It deals with what the customer wants, and
how the system should behave during usage [11], [18].
The detailed artefacts and inter-relationships are embodied
in a model, called a Requirements Engineering Artefact Model
(REAM) in the context of Big Data software projects (BDREAM). This type of model can be used as a reference for the
design of project-specific processes [1], [12], software
maintenance [12], and for supporting project decisions
throughout the entire product life-cycle [1]. The research
contribution in this paper is that of BD-REAM, which adds to
the current, meagre body of knowledge on creating Big Data
end-user applications.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: section 2
presents an overview of the artefact and process modelling.
Section 3 describes the development process used to create a
BD-REAM. In section 4, we present an illustrative example.
Section 5 discusses the limitations of this work. Section 6
summarises this paper and provides brief directions for future
work.
II.

ARTEFACT AND PROCESS MODELLING

Modelling is a recognised contributory factor in the
success of a software organisation [14]. For a given target
system, models are an abstract representation where key
artefacts are depicted in the model along with interrelationships with other artefacts [15]. Fernandez et. al., [13]
note that modelling software systems during development has
become an accepted practice in the software engineering (e.g.,
Model-driven development [33]). Complementing product
modelling, processes can also be modelled where activities are
represented in the models along with inputs/outputs of the
activities [32]. In RE also modelling is promoted for both

artefacts and activities [1] and benefits of such models
include: understanding the application domain, aid to product
and process design, process enactment, software maintenance,
and others [1], [12], [32].
III.

RE ARTEFACT MODEL CREATION

This section describes the 4-step modelling process [12]
followed to create the BD-REAM:
(i) Identification of elements and concepts. A Systematic
Literature Review (SLR) (not reported in this paper) was
conducted on Requirements Engineering involving Big Data
Applications. In total, 311 papers were identified and, after
methodical selection, 13 papers were deemed relevant to be
used in our review. In addition to the results of the SLR, we
also selected traditional software and RE literature [11], [12],
[18]. The selected papers and traditional software and
requirements engineering literature were then analysed and
the model elements (artefacts) identified, from which a
glossary of terms was created (see Table I). The definition of
each element was extracted either from the results of our SLR
or traditional Requirements and Software Engineering
literature.
(ii) Definition of the artefact relationships. Using the
glossary of terms and interpreting the domain knowledge
from the scientific literature, we created a table of artefacts
and their inter-relationships (see Table II).
(iii) Definition of cardinalities. Using the basic table of
artefacts and inter-relationships and interpreting the domain
knowledge from the scientific literature, a relationship
cardinality document was created.
TABLE I.

(iv) Synthesising the artefact model (Figure 1). Using
fragments of artefacts, their inter-relationships, and
cardinality information, they were inter-connected iteratively,
respecting RE domain knowledge, eventually resulting in the
artefact model shown in Figure 1. The proposed Requirements
Engineering Artefact Model (BD-REAM) is composed of
three basic elements: Artefact: a rectangular shape (UML
Class) identified with the name of the artefact it represents;
Association: a line connecting two artefacts. Each association
is labelled to indicate the type of relationship between the
artefacts; and Cardinality: it indicates quantity. If the
cardinality is not expressed in the association line, it means
that it is has a value of 1.
The following relationships are represented in the model:
(i) Is-derived-from represents the relationship between the
artefacts when from one artefact (e.g., Big Data scenarios) one
or more artefacts can be derived and specified (e.g., quality
requirements are derived from Big Data scenarios); (ii) Isidentified-from represents the relationships when from one
artefact (e.g., organisational goals) one or more artefacts
(e.g., Big Data Scenarios, Constraints and Concerns, etc.) are
identified; (iii) Is-part-of relationship represents aggregation
and it is illustrated when one or more artefacts are part of one
or more major artefacts (e.g., functional requirement is part of
software requirements); (iv) Contains relationship is used
when one or more artefacts have or hold information from
another artefact within (e.g., software requirements contains
analysed requirements); and (v) Used in relationship means
that one artefact can be used to guide in the definition of other
artefacts (e.g., project constraints are used in Big Data
scenarios).

IDENTIFIED ELEMENTS AND THEIR DESCRIPTIONS

Element

Description

Big Data
Scenarios

“A scenario is a tool used during requirements analysis to describe a specific use of a proposed system. Scenarios capture
the system, as viewed from the outside (e.g., by a user, business, using specific examples)” [24]. Big Data Scenarios are
scenarios that incorporate Big Data characteristics in their descriptions (e.g., volume, velocity, variety, veracity, etc.)

Organisational
Goals and needs

Describe what a company expects to accomplish over a specific period of time. In software engineering, organisational
goals drive the conception, creation, and evolution of software systems [21]. They are associated with the needs of the
organization rather than the needs of the customers [12].

Constraints

Data Capability
Requirements

Are anything that restricts or dictates the actions of the project team [25] (e.g., Scope, schedule, budget, quality, resources,
limited software licenses, etc.) [24].
A customer can be internal or external to the organization [34]. Customers are stakeholders of the project and as such
their ideas, needs and whishes are central to the project [35]. Costumer’s needs describe their expectations regarding the
product to be developed.
Deal with infrastructure issues such as the need to support legacy and advanced software packages, legacy and advanced
computing platforms, data storage and elastic data transmission, hardware, for example [17].

Data Consumer
Requirements

Refers to the set of requirements related to the presentation of the processed results of Big Data to the users (e.g., processed
results in text, table, visual, and other formats) [19].

Data Source
Requirements

Refer to the set of requirements the system should address to support or deal with the different characteristics of the data
sources (e.g., data size, file formats, rate of growth, at rest or in motion, etc.) [19].

Customer Needs

Data Transformation
Requirements
Domain
Knowledge
Functional
Requirements

Refer to the type of requirement that relate to data analytics, data fusion and data processing requirements.
Valid knowledge used to refer to an area of human endeavour, an autonomous computer activity, or other specialized
discipline [23].
Specifies a function that a system or system component must be able to perform [20]. Describes what the system should
do, how the system should react to particular inputs, and how the system should behave in particular situations [18].

Non-Software
Requirements,
Quality Attributes
Scenarios
Quality
Requirements

In the context of this paper, represent all requirements that are not related to the software itself (e.g., infrastructure
requirements, project requirements, etc.).
Scenarios that describe the usage of the software with respect to the quality attributes it might address (e.g., performance,
privacy, etc.). A quality attribute scenario helps to derive quality-attribute-specific requirements applicable to the system
[27].
State additional quality-related properties (e.g., performance, security, etc.) that the functional effects of the software
should have [15, p.24].

Software
Requirements

Prescriptive statement to be enforced by the software to be developed and formulated in terms of phenomena shared
between the software and the environment [15, p. 19].

Systems
Requirements

Include all the requirements necessary for build the whole system and that includes hardware requirements, infrastructure
requirements, project requirements, software requirements, for example.

Test Case

Consists of a set of conditions or actions which are performed on the software application in order to verify the expected
functionality of the feature [28]. Test cases are used to validate the implemented requirements.
TABLE II.
Artefact/Cardinality
Project Constraints
Project Constraints
Big Data Scenarios
Big Data Scenarios
Quality Attribute Scenarios
Quality Attribute Scenarios
Quality Requirements
Quality Requirements
Quality Requirements
Quality Requirements
Functional Requirements
Functional Requirements
Data Transformation Requirements
Data Transformation Requirements
Data Source Requirements
Data Source Requirements
Data Capability Requirements
Data Capability Requirements
Data Consumer Requirements
Data Consumer Requirements
Functional Requirements
Quality Requirements
Data Transformation Requirements
Data Source Requirements
Data Consumer Requirements
Data Capability Requirements
Big Data Requirements
Software Requirements
Non-Software Requirements
Software Requirements
Software Requirements
Software Requirements
Software Requirements
Project Constraints
Big Data Scenarios
Quality Attribute Scenarios
Systems Requirements

ARTEFACTS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS
Relationship
Is Identified from
Is Identified from
Is Identified from
Is Identified from
Is Identified from
Is Identified from
Is Derived from
Is Derived from
Is Derived from
Is Derived from
Is Derived from
Is Derived from
Is Derived from
Is Derived from
Is Derived from
Is Derived from
Is Derived from
Is Derived from
Is Derived from
Is Derived from
Is part of
Is part of
Is part of
Is part of
Is part of
Is part of
Is part of
Is part of
Is part of
Contains
Contains
Contains
Contains
Used in
Used in
Used in
Used in

Artefact/Cardinality
Organisational Goals and needs
Application Domain Knowledge
Application Domain Knowledge
Organisational Goals and Needs
Organisational Goals and Needs
Application Domain Knowledge
Application Domain Knowledge
Quality Attribute Scenarios
Big Data Scenarios
Organisational Goals and Needs
Application Domain Knowledge
Use Cases
Application Domain Knowledge
Big Data Scenarios
Application Domain Knowledge
Big Data Scenarios
Application Domain Knowledge
Big Data Scenarios
Big Data Scenarios
Application Domain Knowledge
Software Requirements
Software Requirements
Big Data Requirements
Big Data Requirements
Big Data Requirements
Non-Software Requirements
Software Requirements
Systems Requirements
Systems Requirements
Analysed Requirements
Specified Requirements
Prioritized Requirements
Negotiated Requirements
All artefacts in the RE process
Test Cases
Test Cases
Test Cases
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Figure 1. Big Data Requirements Engineering Artefact Model (BD-REAM) depicting Elements, Relationships and Cardinalities.

IV.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

In this section, we present an illustrative scenario aligned with
the proposed BD-REAM. In this scenario, we also provide
some examples of the main elements discussed in this paper
(see Table I).
A financial services company has a critical data processing
task that requires joining several large data sets of approx.
6TB (Volume) each with different formats of data (Variety) in
a daily basis (Velocity). However, the company’s current
legacy proprietary integration platform does not support the
data integration for heterogeneous datasets. Thus, there is a
need to build a Big Data solution to support the task to capture,
store, integrate and process the collected data. The solution
would enable the data integration task of from disparate
sources to be completed within one day, speeding up each
iteration and providing the data to the consumer within time
constraints.
The development of the envisaged application starts with
the identification and definition of the system’s requirements
(like in any software engineering project). However, in the
context of Big Data, some Big Data specific requirements
must be taken into consideration while eliciting, specifying
and documenting these requirements. The requirements
engineer and the business analyst then start to gather the

necessary information (through interviews and other means
from the stakeholders of the project) which is then formulated
as requirements. While interviewing the stakeholders, the
organisational goals, objective and needs are identified.
Example of an Organisational Goal [21]
“beat competitor's product that has a transaction time
of 0.25 seconds”
The needs of the users of the system as well as the projects
constraints are also identified. Based on the organisational
goals, objectives, users’ needs and project constraints –
System quality attribute scenarios are identified. In order to
make the content of this model easier to read and understand,
we created a conceptual separation of the “content” of these
system quality attribute scenarios into: (i) Big Data and (ii)
Quality Attribute Scenarios. The Big Data scenarios focus on
the usage of the system taking into consideration the data
characteristics (such as volume, velocity, variety, etc.). The
quality attribute scenarios describe system usage scenarios
with focus on the traditional quality attributes (such as
reliability, privacy, security, etc.). Examples of these two are
presented below:

V.
Example of a Quality Attribute Scenario [30]
"Users initiate 1,000 transactions per minute
stochastically under normal operations, and these
transactions are processed with an average latency of
two seconds (performance attribute)"
Example of a Big Data Scenario [31]
“Automate the process of measuring the value of
potential acquisitions. This comprehensive analysis
needed to include public and private information,
including patents and trademarks, company press
releases, annual and quarterly reports, corporate
genealogies, and IP ownership and patents ranked by
citation (variety)”
Then, the identified scenarios can be used as input for the
formulation of the systems requirements, both functional and
non-functional, as well as the Big Data specific requirements
such as data capability, data source, data consumer and data
transformation type of requirements. As shown in our model
some of these requirements are not considered software
requirements (e.g., infrastructure). Examples of data specific
requirements are presented below:
Example of a Data Capability Requirement [19]
“System needs to support legacy and advanced
distributed computing clusters, coprocessors, input
output (I/O) processing (infrastructure)”
Example of a Data Source Requirement [19]
“System needs to support reliable real-time,
asynchronous, streaming, and batch processing to
collect data from centralized, distributed, and cloud data
sources, sensors, or instruments”
Example of a Data Transformation Requirement [19]
“System needs to support batch and real-time processing
and needs to support processing large diversified data
content and modelling”
Example of a Data Consumer Requirement [19]
“System needs to support diversified output file formats
for visualization, rendering, and reporting”
For simplicity - as this is an artefact oriented model – not a
process model - we present the elicited, analysed, negotiated
and prioritized requirements under the software requirements
artefact class. The application domain knowledge (ADK) and
the identified project constraints are used to define the scope
of the scenarios, and therefore the requirements.

LIMITATIONS

The construction of a RE artefact model itself is not
difficult [12]. However, one must be wary about the elements
and inter-relationships of interest in the target domain (e.g.,
artefacts and relationships involved in Big Data centric
requirements for end-user applications) – in the context of
development, maintenance, evolution and use of the system of
interest. Since Big Data Software Engineering is a relatively
new topic, and much of the focus in scientific literature on Big
Data analytics, it is possible that some important elements and
relationships may have been missed while creating this model.
Also, not all elements and inter-relationships identified in this
study had clear-cut information. Thus, we interpreted some
inter-relationships based on our previous experience in
software development projects. We anticipate that with
empirical validation of the proposed model, its quality should
improve over time.
VI.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Software engineering of Big Data end-user applications is
relatively new. Currently, to our knowledge, there is no
domain or artefact model for Requirements Engineering (RE).
This paper thus aims to fill that gap though the artefact model
depicted in Figure 1 is still preliminary and pre-empiricalvalidation. The model has been created through systematic
literature review (SLR).
One observation from the SLR results is that there isn’t
much research addressing the RE aspects of Big Data. While
this necessarily limits the richness of the artefact model we
have created, the resultant model does provide a preliminary
baseline to the research community for further research in this
field and to the practicing community an understanding of the
key artefacts and relationships in the model which can be used
in the design of RE projects. The current version of the Big
Data RE Artefact Model depicted in Figure 1 is composed of
22 artefacts and numerous inter-relationships (see Tables I and
II).
For further work we highlight the following: (i) validation
of the model through empirical studies and evaluation; (ii)
definition of RE life-cycle processes in the context of Big Data
projects.
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